East Anglia Event Horizon
We still do not know the back story to today’s greatest headline. The whistleblower
and/or hacker who dropped the CRU email pebble may not have even realized the
magnitude of the resulting tsunami. We must pray that this act of heroism goes
unpunished. By threatening the current annual carbon exchanges of $125 billion, which
were expected to rise to a trillion, there are plenty of upset money changers turned scalp
hunters in the temple.
The “Blessed” thing about the Hadley hacking is that it has eliminated the eye glazing
minutiae of science from the debate. No longer do we have to discuss the correct proxy
value for cosmically irradiated isotopes of Beryllium and Chlorine atoms trapped in ice
core samples. There are those who claim that this blessed event occurred due to respect
for scientific purity.
The real reason for the event may well be the whistleblowers recognition of the
underlying threat to humanity. Regardless, the debate has shifted. The layman has a
good general knowledge of the concepts of lying, stealing and taxes. We can now
discuss what this issue has secretly always been about: the theft of your nation, your
assets, your freedom.
To claim that the human caused global warming fraud is the greatest in science requires
understanding of history of science. The ancient Greeks laid the foundation for all
Western mathematics and ‘science’ but with a peculiar twist. The Greeks felt that all
‘science’ should be readily observable thru unaided human senses. Civilization struggled
with this limitation for the next two millennium.
It was the great, freed minds of mid seventeenth century England that recognized the
fallacy of the Greek ‘natural philosophy’ and modified it into the ‘English Scientific
Method’. It was Thomas Willis, John Locke, Robert Boyles, Robert Hooke and
Christopher Wren who with a dozen others formed the Royal Society of London in 1660.
They were the ones to codify the principles of measurability, repeatability and openness
required by the proper use of the scientific method.
They were soon joined by Issac Newton, who aided with the newly invented telescope
and mechanical clock with divisions of time in seconds that a truly modern system of
scientific though was able to evolve. Without these instruments and understanding there
would be no accurate navigation, no way to quantify gravity, speed, acceleration or
energy.
A century later the blessings of the scientific method were well understood by the
founders of a new country in a new land. Our Constitution is a largely successful attempt
at creating a government with openness, where success is measurable, repeatable and if in
error, correctable.
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The greatest fraud in history did not begin or end with the temperature tampering toadies
of Hadley, NASA and Penn State. The acts of Jones, Hansen and Mann are shameful but
they are merely box cutter wielding jihadists in the coach section of the plane. The true
evil genius in charge has programmed the auto-pilot navigation system and financed this
hijacking from their comfortable caves in Georgetown, Manhattan and Mayfair. Their
trillion dollar carbon trading scam was always central to the warming plan.
Before dismissing those who see the larger plot as ‘tin hated conspiracy theorist’, please
consider the broader picture. Taxpayers have wasted $80 billion in the last twenty years
on an easily refutable hypothesis. The lie is so entrenched in the government-science
community that the Environmental Protection Agency has now declared your mother’s
warm breath on your baby face to be a ‘toxin’.
There has been an across the board failure of all of our science institutions. The National
Science Foundation was racked with scandal when a senior executive admitted on-line
pornography use at work during 330 days of 2008. The foundation Inspector General
said the practice was “widespread, but that ethics investigations interfered with his
primary mission to investigate rampant fraud in grant contracts.” So much for taxpayer
supported watchdogs and promoters of science.
The professional societies, publications and peer review groups that have aided in this
fraud need serious reformation. Remedial study in ethics and the scientific method is
required of all lesser players and banishment for the active proponents. To those in the
months after the Hadley hacking that persist in the warmist hoax please note, you are
preaching to a rapidly and permanently shrinking choir. It is nature that rules science and
the empirical measurements of reality that always purify science.
As the Royal Society of London prepares to celebrate its 350 th anniversary we must all
now admit that we have witnessed the greatest fraud in human history. There are plenty
of undeserved Nobel Peace Prizes floating around right now. Let us hope there is one
available for the hacker who has freed humanity from the Global Warming insanity.
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The author’s mission is to restore science to its rightful place. A full series of articles on
climate change is available at ClimateRealist.com and welcome for debate.

